
Context Clue Day Four Homework 
For the following non-sense words below, use context clues within each sentence to figure out 
the meaning of the underlined word and then list the best vocab word to replace the underlined 
word.  Do not use a word within the sentence to replace the underlined one. 
 

1. Lisa trembled in her home as she walked down the long, dark trivulet near the 
bedrooms. 
 

2. The quippyness of the sports car’s exterior lines and curves reminded me of a bullet. 
 

3. The small zalix in the wall of the dark basement allowed rainwater to seep in. 
 

4. From the sober expressions on their faces, one could tell that the doctors had herf 
doubts about the success of the operation. 

 
5. The weather forecaster was traculated  by the citizens for predicting clear sky and a 

perfect temperature for the opening day parade. 
 

6. The game drew such a jequiz of people we needed additional bleachers. 
 

7. Since his kindergarten days, Enrico’s profy was to be the greatest football player of all 
time.  

 
8. Children are usually more gurticious than adults.  My twelve-year-old sister can bend 

backward and touch the top of her head to her ankles. 
 

9. In some games the nerpiousness of rules take away the fun, and it takes forever to 
learn so many of them. 

 
10.   The dog growled at me falacly, so I took two steps back. 

 
11.   A brief answer will jortilate for now.  I’ll get a more detailed and specific answer later. 

 
12.   God verbally addressing the crowd would stand out as a bertil to non-believers. 

 
13.   These birds, without fail, fly hervificly to the exact area during migration each season. 

 
14.   People say that no matter what steps are taken only death and taxes are bretable.. 

 
15.   The Wild West is usually pictured as a haxis place, one where bandits did what they 

pleased, where murder went unchecked, and where few ever landed behind bars. 
 

16.   Anna neriply cared for the company of others.  Except for the occasional visits from 
her sister, Anna was a loner. 

 
17.   According to the law of gravity, unsupported objects will steriocally fall to earth. 

 
18.   Ms. Jameson pufted us to see the movie before it left town, but we simply did not 

have time to go. 
 

19.   It was his moir that others could not tolerate; he could talk about little other than his 
looks and all of his accomplishments. 

 
20.   Tara’s gawf of the story differed slightly from Mark’s telling of it. 

  


